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Mapping the Caps’n’Taps

D

o you want to know what craft beer is? Don’t look for enlightenment here, because we
don’t know either! In all the tedious discussions and debate about it, there seems to be
more froth than on your average pint of creamflow.
Still, never ones to duck a challenge, we thought we’d test the waters by dipping our toe into
the ‘Craftwork’ offerings of the local Wetherspoons. Our team of five bold volunteers – the
ones that didn’t take a step back quickly enough – assembled in the Silk Kite in Tamworth.
We equipped ourselves with the tulip-shape glasses that JDW provide
for the craft beers, and got going.
First up was Adnams 5.0% Crystal Rye IPA. Light ruby in colour, we
picked up candy-sugar sweetness paired up with a resinous dryness,
even a bit of coffee and juniper. Not much of the “bold citrus and pine”
promised on the label.

Brooklyn 5.2% Lager, burnished gold, was slightly more interesting –
peach, melon and kiwi fruit. Clean and crisp, it had only a gentle bitterness despite the dry-hopping. It poured with quite a haze, so we weren’t
sure whether it was bottle-conditioned or simply a result of the overly icy serving temperature. It was a good move to get all the bottles at the outset so that they had a chance to warm
up a little!
The Rogue 5.3% Amber Ale was outright disappointing. While Rogue are well known for
exotic and flavoursome beers, this one had little going on – a bit of toffee, a bit of malt, not
much else. And £2.50 a bottle like the rest; can we have our money back?
On then to a sure-fire winner – or so we expected. BrewDog 5.6% Punk IPA had hints of
lemon zest, grapefruit, gooseberries and passion fruit. But it still seemed quite underwhelming for BrewDog – pleasantly fruity but with little of the juicy, resiny hoppiness that we’ve
come to expect from the Fraserburgh crew.
Pressing on, we also had great expectations for the Lagunitas 6.2% IPA, as it’s a beer most of
us have drank and relished in California. But these samples had clearly had a fairly seasick
crossing over the Atlantic, as they were massively disappointing. Notes of cinnamon and
honey were partnered by a vegetal background. Mildly sweet, mildly hoppy, and not a patch
on the stuff we’ve had in the US.
Having seen to the caps, we had a big decision: do the Sixpoint cans
too? We’d been so disappointed that we decided to cut our losses
and just go for the taps. The BrewDog This Is Lager wasn’t on tap,
so we finished off with the keg Devils Backbone 5.2% American
IPA. Served at a temperature which would have had a polar bear
shivering, there was absolutely no aroma. And apart from a reasonable bitterness on the palate, not much in the way of taste.
If you’ve stuck with us this far, you’ll guess that we were fairly
underwhelmed by the whole experience. We’d expected a verdict
akin to “it ain’t real ale but it sure tastes good!” but we’ve maybe
learnt our lesson – real ale is streets ahead!
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Eccleshall Excursion

Eccleshall Excursion cont.

e’ve been blessed with a fabulous autumn this year – plenty of sunny days to emphasise the glowing seasonal treescape, and no early strong winds to destroy it all! And
once again we chose one such superb day for one of our beer socials, the thank-you trip for
the staff who worked at this year’s Tamworth Beer Festival. This time we decided on a relaxed trip to some mid-Staffordshire classics, the sort of places which are easy enough to get
to, but which you never seem to get around to.

Haberdasher’s Arms at Knighton. Another isolated country pub, this had the unusual sight
of two Rowton beers, the Moonstruck Mild and Rowton Bitter (below.)

W

First stop was the sleepy market town of Eccleshall, and as we’d parked
outside the Royal Oak it was the obvious start! This superbly refurbished
Joule’s pub has an elegant interior, and this boar in the bar (right) was
joined by many more as we crashed in. The Joule’s beers were in fine
form, if not to everyone’s taste given their modest flavours, though the
Calcutta 1757 was an honourable exception.
The Bell Inn across the road didn’t detain many for long given the humdrum beer choices and food smells. Instead, star of the
show in town was the George Hotel, pictured left. As the
Slaters brewery tap, it featured just four of their ales, and
all were in top nick, particularly the Haka. Worthy of note
too was the Smoked Porter, very reminiscent of Franconian Rauch beers. With the magnificent inglenook log fire
adding to the smokiness, we spent the majority of our time
in town here. It seems strange that the pub doesn’t feature
in the Good Beer Guide.

One of the unusual features in the Haberdasher’s is
the collection of old oil lamps, which are regularly lit
for ‘lamp nights’ when the electric illumination is
doused. You can see some of these in action on the
front page, which also has the odd spectacle of a load
of dodgy types – us! – in Santa hats. Bonus points if
you can also spot the properly dodgy characters in
Bah Humbug hats – though villains always wear
black hats!
A splendid day out in summary, illustrating that you can have a good time without straying
too far from your own backyard!

Next Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello! 8pm start.

Mon 1st Dec, Gate Inn, Amington, B77 3BY
Mon 5th Jan, Hardwick Arms, Streetly, B74 3DX
Mon 2nd Feb (AGM), Whippet Inn, Lichfield, WS13 6JP

The best way to really explore a place is to get lost, so
that’s what we did on the way to our next venue, the
Star Inn at Copmere End, next to the lake. It’s a lovely
old black-and-white pub, pictured right. Despite the
sunshine it was a little too cold for the nice beer garden,
so we crowded into the bar and annoyed the locals.
Bass, Bombardier and Exmoor Gold meant that Titanic
Anchor was star of the show, though the Bass was also
in good nick.

7 Market Street
Tamworth, B79 7LU
01827 66552
www.marketvaults-tamworth.co.uk

More narrow lanes – though without getting lost this time –
got us to the enduring Anchor Inn at High Offley. This
compact canalside classic has been in the same family since
1870, and the current landlady Olive had kindly agreed to
open especially for us in the afternoon. The pub sells just
Wadworths 6X, so it’s not the place to come for a tickable
range of beers. Instead enjoy the unspoilt timeless ambience
of the compact two-room layout, including wooden settles,
and the rarity of outdoor toilets! There’s also a pleasant beer
garden leading down to the cut.
With the day inexorably slipping on, it was soon time to head off to our final port of call, the
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TamMarketVaults

Open 12-late









2 permanent Joule’s ales
Seasonal Joule’s ale
3-4 ever-changing guest ales
Ale-of-the-week £2.50/pint
Traditional interior
Cosy wood burners
Regular entertainment
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Mondays & Tuesdays
In-house piano
Open mic night Thursdays
Dog friendly
CAMRA ale discount
Secret beer garden
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

Hungary For Beer Again

Hungary For Beer Again cont.

t’s been more than four years since Budapest featured in Last Orders, so having spent four
nights there in September, here is an update. Budapest is a beautiful city and well worth a
visit, so much to see and do. It’s also very good value for food and drink, much cheaper than
the UK. However, it is not known as a beer destination, unlike say Germany, the Czech Republic or Belgium. The ‘local’ lager beers are Dreher and Soproni, though these are owned
by SAB Miller and Heineken respectively. Both are okay, far better than the so-called
‘lagers’ we get in England, but no match for German lager beer. Most bars, cafes and restaurants serve only these, but there are a few specialist bars that have a good range of Belgian
beers and cheaper prices than the UK. The local lager beer prices vary from bar to bar, the
cheapest we had was HUF550 for a half litre, the most costly was HUF680. At time of our
visit there were about 380 Hungarian Forints to the pound. One tip is to change your pounds
or euros in Hungary for a better rate than here, though you may need a few as you arrive.

HUF980 to HUF1500 (so about £2.50 to £5) depending on the beer and its alcoholic strength.
Beers were served in the appropriate glassware. The food menu was also good and in Hungarian and English. The waiting staff were always pleased to see us again on the four evenings we went there!

I

As recommended in the previous Last Orders article, we visited the Kaltenburg Beer Cellar
on Kinizsi Utca, which is five minutes walk from behind the wonderful Central Market Hall.
They serve on tap the German Kaltenburg beers. From the street you descend the steps into a
large cellar bar, below, reminiscent of Früh in Cologne, with bare brick archways and alcoves. We went at lunchtime, and found it to
be more for diners than drinkers, rather formal, though very attractive, with tables for 4
to 6 neatly laid out for meals. The beer was
good, though not exactly as I remember from
drinking it in Germany. Have to say it was the
most expensive beer and food we had while in
Budapest, and to be honest, we were not impressed with the food, though it is an attractive
place to visit. Not sure they would be very
happy if you only went in for a beer!

The second Belgian beer bar, Henri Belga
Söröző (Belgian Brasserie Henri), right, is at
the river side in Buda, just five minutes walk
north from the Chain Bridge at 12 Bem Rakpart. You go down some steps into a small bar,
but there is also an outside seating area looking across the Danube to the stunning Parliament building. About 100 bottled beers, and
Corsendonk Premium Pils on tap, again reasonable prices for the beer.
In the centre of Pest was a miniature London Eye in a park, sponsored by … wait for it … oh
no! Carling Real British Cherry Cider!!!! Just hope the Hungarians don’t fall for it!
Travel tip: If you are over 60 and have an EU passport, use of local tram, bus and metro is
FREE! Carry a photocopy of your passport to satisfy inspectors or the driver. We love Budapest even though no real ale, but the Belgian beers make up for it!
John W and Mike D

A warm welcome from
Tracey, James, and Staff
at the Horse & Jockey

Opposite St Stephens Basilica at Istvan Square is the bar Platz with additional outside seating. When I was there in 2011 it was called Paulaner Platz, but it still has on tap Paulaner
Munich Hell and Weiss beers, though again more costly than the local lagers at HUF720 a
half litre, but worth having, particularly being able to sit opposite the impressive Basilica
watching the crowds walk by along the popular and attractive shopping streets.

Holdens Golden Glow,
Marstons Pedigree &
up to 6 guest ales

The two best bars we found both served a marvellous range of Belgian bottled beers and
some on tap. The one we visited most was the
Mosselen Belgian Beer Bar at 14 Pannónia
Utca. This lovely bar has a menu of around sixty
Belgian bottled beers and six on tap, including
Kwak, Hoegaarden, Leffe Blonde and Brune
and a local artisanal beer. The beers on tap are
also available in a 3-litre tower with beer tap to
share between a group – Leffe Blonde at
HUF680 for the 330cl glass or HUF5900 for 3
litres! The bottled beers varied in price between
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Opening times: 12-11 Mon-Thu
12-12 Fri-Sat 12-10.30 Sun
Sandford Street, Lichfield
WS13 6QA
Tel. 01543 410033
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WE ARE
IN THE
GOOD
BEER
GUIDE

The Gate Inn, Nether Whitacre,
Warwickshire, B46 2DS
01675 481292
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BAR:

FOOD: Sat 12-9
Sun 12-7
Mon-Fri 12-2.30, 6-9

NEW:

ng
Changi
Guest
Ale

Real Ales
Wye Valley HPA
Holdens Golden Glow
Fullers London Pride
Marstons Pedigree
+ Changing Guest Ale
Opening times
4.00 - 11.00 Mon - Fri
12.00 - 11.30 Sat
12.00 - 10.30 Sun
Snack Menu
Always available
Large Beer Garden
Free Wi-Fi
Live Sports

Birmingham Road, Lichfield, Staffs, WS14 9BJ
Tel: 01543 256584
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ant to join us on a branch pub crawl? We’ll be doing a leisurely day-long visit of the
pubs of Lichfield on Sunday 14th December. Visiting all of the pubs on our itinerary
is certainly not compulsory if you don’t feel you have the stamina – you can join us anywhere along our route, at a time to suit yourself!
The Acorn, Tamworth Street (11am-ish – a breakfast opportunity!)
The Duke of York, Greenhill (noon-ish)
The Whippet Inn, Tamworth Street
The Angel, Market Street
The Gatehouse, Bird Street
The George & Dragon, Beacon Street
The Horse & Jockey, Sandford Street
The Bowling Green, Friary Road
The Duke of Wellington, Birmingham Road
The Malt Bar, Wade Street

Mon-Sat 12-11
Sun 12-11

Welcome from Jean, Mark and all the staff

Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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We will be visiting:

Six regular ales plus changing guests
Caravans and campers welcome
Garden with children’s play area
Free Wi-Fi
Home-cooked food using local produce

Tuesday

Lichfield Pub Crawl

Hold Your Event/Party Here
Inside or Outdoors

www.LSTCamra.org.uk

These are all visible on the maps on the branch website (www.LSTCamra.org.uk/pubs.htm),
including links to their WhatPub info pages. Other than the times above, we won’t have a
strict timetable; if you want to join us then contact us on the hoof! Ring either George on
07712 893 353 or Adam on 07969 577 673.

Borough Brilliance

N

ovember saw us take an interesting little trip up to Lancaster. Our main
mission was deliver an award for one of the winning beers of our Tamworth CAMRA beer festival. But as it was also the week of the Lancaster
PubFest – an across-the-city festival of 160 ales in 29 pubs – we had an added
motivation!
Winning Silver at Tamworth was the excellent Halcyon Cascade Pale from
Borough Brewery, and we were delighted to meet up with brewer Rory
Walker. Rory is pictured below, third from left, receiving the award from festival organiser Ian Eason, fourth from left. The brewery, a small 2½ barrel
plant started in autumn 2013, operates in the cellar of the Borough, a pub-cum-hotel. Which
did mean that we were ideally placed for sampling the Borough beers on offer!
Rory looked after us incredibly well,
and we were able to sample Bitter, Pale
and Summertime Dark, as well as the
Halcyon Cascade Pale. A common
comment was that the other beers – all
vegan-friendly – were as good if not
better than the winner. We wish this
fantastic brewery all the best – try the
beers next time you’re in Lancaster!
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Cask Report

T

he Cask Report 2014-15, authored by beer writer Pete Brown, is a
very worthwhile read if you’re interested in real ale. And we’d go
so far as to say that it should be compulsory reading for any cask ale
publican! Available as a free download (just Google Cask Report) it is
full of interesting stats regarding the current state of the cask ale market, and focuses quite powerfully on strategies to improve and grow a
pub’s volume of our favourite drink. Best of all, it’s written in an engaging and positive style – it ain’t no dry manual!
Some of the more amusing figures from it include:

• regarding the statement “most cask ale drinkers are middle-aged
•
•

men with beard and sandals,” only 19% of drinkers agreed, compared with 43% of publicans! So what is in your publican’s head as you turn up at the bar?
only 12% of drinkers thought that “cask ale was served too warm.” Similarly, 3% didn’t
go for cask “because it’s got bits in it.”
the UK drinks around 630 million pints of cask a year – which as that works out at a per
capita figure of 10 pints/year, some of us are performing far better than others!

Amongst the interesting topics discussed is those pubs serving too many ales (i.e. where quality suffers) and those where beers change too quickly (i.e. the beer you liked is not on a week
later.) The report is definitely food-for-thought for both publicans and drinkers.

Bottled Review

T

he big, old-name supermarkets in the UK have been under stress for some time now,
with the arrival of the discount stores like Aldi & Lidl. You could argue that they have
had it too good for too long, particularly if outfits like Tesco can mis-account for large sums
of money, but hey, what’s a quarter of a billion pounds between friends?
Another new kid on the block which is offering up some cheap beers these days is the B&M
discount chain. There’s a lot of chaff amongst the wheat (barley?) of
course, but with a bit of discretion you can pick up some interesting
beers at good prices, with Oakham among the regular offerings.
One beer which caught the eye recently is Batemans English B Bock.
Batemans rarely set the pulse racing, but this attempt at a Bavarian
bock seemed worth a pop, particularly at £1.59 for a 6 per-center of
500ml. It’s a deep chestnutty brown, with a nice whiff of dried fruits
on the nose. The taste is quite varied – tobacco-like smokiness at the
start, malty sweetness in the middle, and a nice dry finish which also
bounces back with a bit more raisiny sweetness at the end.
One nice feature of this beer is that they’ve clearly succeeded in tempering the sweetness which can spoil similar attempts at bocks, even
some German ones! It’s a beer which would do well at the Christmas
dinner table as part of a beer portfolio. Why not take the plunge – ditch
the wine on Christmas day, get a nice range of beers in instead!
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Gill & Tony and all at

The Drill Inn
wish all customers, old & new
a very merry Christmas!

Springlestyche Lane
Burntwood, WS7 9HD

01543 675799
www.drillinnburntwood.co.uk

Wetherider Plus

W

ith the Scottish Parliament set to give Scottish drinkers the rather unwelcome Christmas present of a reduced drink-driving limit, it makes you wonder how long it will be
before our bunch of Westminster-based jokers are planning the same. And you can also guess
that Scottish politicians will be expressing amazement when the Christmas drink-driving stats
show a sudden increase in drivers who are collared: “how on earth did this happen?”
Anyway, we’d best get a bit more used to exploiting public transport for boozing trips, and
against this background it’s interesting that the Stagecoach bus company have significantly
expanded the coverage of one of their day tickets. The 0uneaton Dayrider Plus ticket (£6.20
for adults) used to cover a radius around Nuneaton including Atherstone, Hinckley and Bedworth, but has now burst its banks to go as far as Leicester, Coventry and Tamworth, helped
along by a new Tamworth↔Nuneaton service, the 766/767.
So, always game for a challenge, a good stress test of this new-found freedom was required.
And with it being JD Wetherspoon festival time – 50 ales available if only you can find them
– a JDW crawl fitted the bill nicely.
It’s a good 90-minute trudge over to Leicester, so it seemed a
good idea to get that over with first, arriving for a decadent starting time of 9am. First stop was the Grade II* Corn Exchange,
right, next to the main market. Structurally it’s one of the more
interesting JDWs, a slice of Venice with its Rialto-style staircase
to the front. Seven ales on with three being festival brews, of
which the Brew Moon Antipodean Ale was pleasantly hoppy.

January food offers...
Courses:
Two
people One
£12
from a
Two
£16
select
Three £20
menu:
WE ARE
IN THE
2015
GOOD
BEER
GUIDE
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On then to the Last Plantagenet, the oldest Leicester JDW, and
named long before Richard III’s car park resting place was unearthed. This former cinema has seen better days as a JDW, and
while it had 12 ales on, only three of these were festival brews,
and two of these were 6%-plus, a little strong for the time of
day! I went non-fest instead with an Inveralmond Lia Fail. Served icy-cold, it only really
started to shine towards the end of the glass, as it warmed up.
Next up the High Cross; this was much more like it in terms of beer choice, and surprise
surprise, it’s listed in the 2015 Good Beer Guide. Of the twelve ales, eight were festival
brews. Another ‘foreign’ brew here, Browerij 't IJ India Session Ale. You could tell that Caledonian had got their hands on it, with far too much malt and too light on the hops. But, with
more time this pub would have been a good place for more sampling.
Day ticket to the ready, it was on to Hinckley and the Baron of Hinckley. The narrow frontage is compensated by a long multi-level interior, near
bursting at this early hour with prams and pensioners.
But with four festival brews amongst the seven, who’s
complaining? Birrificio Lambrate Ligera came across
as pretty good for a Marstons-brewed beer.
Another slog then to Coventry, with a first stop at the
Spon Gate. Sitting next to the Ikea store, it looks like
they’ve nicked the colour scheme (left.) But things pick
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Wetherider Plus cont.
up inside, with six of seven being fest beers. And surprisingly the Black Sheep Reaper is not
at all grim. With plenty of dark wood the place feels nicely cosy, though the DJ booth hints at
its Lloyds 0o 1 Jekyll-and-Hyde nature – once the sun goes down it’ll get decibel-tastic.
The Earl of Mercia is pleasantly opulent, with a two-tier interior whose upper floor gets you
right up close to the elegant ceiling, dating from its days as a bank. Excellent view too of the
splendid Coventry Council House, though you wonder about the wisdom of the architect who
connected it via a walkway to the modern carbuncle opposite. Five of the seven are fest ales,
and the Two Birds Golden Ale is probably the best so far, nicely fruity-hoppy.
The Flying Standard is a sprawling two-storey pub with a small beer terrace on the upper
floor. The place has some rough edges, clientele included, but it’s convenient for the bus
stop, and offers four fest ales from seven. Oakham Great Gustav was a no-brainer.
Down to earth with a bump then, with a trip to the Bear &
Ragged Staff in Bedworth. Truth be told, the place is not too
bad, but the brutal grey council building next to it (right) is an
overshadowing Stalinist nightmare. This needs a strong antidote,
so the 6.5% Elysian 0ight Owl Pumpkin Ale fits the bill – as
long as you like pumpkins and bucket-loads of spicing.
The quick flit to Nuneaton lands us at the William White. All
four are festival brews, and the 10 Barrel O.G. IPA is spot-on,
grapefruity hoppiness balanced by a wheat-malt tanginess.

Food
Mon-Thu: 12-2, 6-9.30
Fri-Sat: 12-9.30
Sunday: 12-8

Tim and Sue
welcome you to ...

Bar
Mon-Thu: 12-3, 6-11
Fri/Sat/Sun: 12-11

Main Road, Baxterley
Warwickshire CV9 2LE
www.roseinnbaxterley.com
01827 713939

Good Beer Guide regular with four Cask Marque accredited real ales
Menu featuring local produce and homemade favourites, vegetarian
specials, and Frank Parker’s finest Scotch beef
Sunday carvery 12 to 6pm
Function room for conferences, weddings and special occasions
Skittle alley

Dogs welcome in the bar

As ever, the Felix Holt shines, with seven festival beers
amongst the nine on offer, and another good place for grazing
when not on a tight timeline. Titanic Hop Abroad does not disappoint, with its foreign hop cocktail.
One final push then to Tamworth. Of the four ales on offer at the Silk Kite (below) only two
are fest brews, but they’re good ’uns. The Sixpoint Bklyn Bitter has probably been the star of
this festival, and it doesn’t disappoint in the Kite.
Meanwhile the Bole Bridge has five festival brews out of seven, again including the Sixpoint, so no further thought is required at this jaded-palate stage of the evening. A swift one
allows me to jump on the 19.40 bus, in time for a suitably early night!
So how did the JDWs fare in terms of fest choices? Having visited twelve pubs, you’d expect
to see a fair selection of the advertised fifty, and the tally for the day’s revelling is twenty –
spotted not drunk! – a creditable total. And with the
possible exception of the icy temperature in the Last
Plantagenet, quality was fine throughout.
And how about the performance of Stagecoach? Well
you certainly can’t complain about the cost; drivers
were polite and helpful (aside from one chuntering
blockhead in Leicester!); punctuality was pretty reasonable; and a more ambitious drinker could have carried
on significantly later than I did!
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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CHURCH ST
CHASETOWN
01543 677852 and
01543 674853

Five hand pulls, over 300 regularly changing beers per
year. Three ciders—scrumpy on hand pull
70+ malt whiskies, 24 fruit wines, bar billiards
Meals served in bar, lounge or Hayloft Restaurant
Dogs are welcome in the bar
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Swiss Swallow

THE BULL INN

G

eneva – it’s not just the water jet and lake surrounded by mountains! On your journey to
the Alps or elsewhere in Switzerland you might consider it a beer desert, but think
again. With an excellent public transport system you can travel anywhere in the city for just
Fr3.50 , with the ticket lasting for up to one hour (£1 ≈ Fr1.50.)
Just opposite the main rail station is the award-winning
micro brewery Les Brasseurs, pictured left. Established
in 1961, it produces five beers: a blonde, an amber and a
wheat, plus a blonde with agave and lime, as well as a
changing seasonal special beer. Prices are not cheap, from
Fr4.20 to Fr5.20 for a 25cl glass. I tasted the amber which
was delicious.
About 200 metres from the station is the Palais des Bieres, selling a wide variety of European beers including draft Belgian beers. It is next to the large Migros supermarket.
For something special, catch tram 14 from the rail station or
city centre (direction P+R Bernex) and change at the stop Morgins; then catch bus service L to the village of Soral, about five
miles from Geneva. Here you can visit the Brasserie du Père
Jakob at 15 Route de Rougemont (www.perejakob.ch), sign
pictured right. As you can see from the website, a changing
range of beers are produced.
This brewery was set up just five years ago and currently a
new brewery is being built to meet demand, with over forty outlets within the Geneva canton.
They are only open Friday from 3pm to 8pm and Saturday 9am to noon. You can sample the
beers free of charge but a contribution is welcomed. As you can imagine I had to
sample all three available, urged on by my Swiss great-nephews, who have discovered the delights of English beer.
The Pilsner Blonde was enjoyable, the Amber very malty with a full finish, but
the Dark was simply brilliant: mild with a lingering aftertaste. You can purchase
one-litre bottles for just Fr6, but
you have to pay a deposit of
Fr10 for the specialist bottle,
pictured left.
I hope this has wetted your appetite. In 1990
there were only 30 breweries making artisanal beer and now there are 400 – plenty
to go at!
Brian Pretty
For a list of branch pubs in our Locale scheme, visit
www.LSTCamra.org.uk
For publicans wanting to join, contact the editor.
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Pedigree

Watling Street
Witherley, Atherstone
Warwickshire CV9 1RD
01827 712323
www.thebullinnwitherley.co.uk

plus two
changing
guest ales

A la carte Dining Room Menu

Bar Menu - Special offer menu

Booking recommended Thu to Sun

Mon to Fri 5pm-7pm, £5.75

Bed & Breakfast available in
en-suite rooms
Live Music - Join our group on Facebook to be kept informed

Sunday Lunch served from noon to 8:30pm
Choice of 5 starters, 5 mains and 5 desserts
One, two or three courses
Childs Roast £4.50
Younger children’s Menu

ALL Events Catered for Weddings, Christenings,
Funerals, Parties,
Function Room,
Marquees, Private
Meetings, Antique Fairs,
Club Meetings etc

Mon: 2-11
Tue: 4-11
Wed: 2-11
Thu: 2-11
Fri:
2-12
Sat: 12-12
Sun: 12-11

Local

Overall Pub of
the Year 2007,
2009 & 2011

Up to five diverse real ales
and two real ciders
13-15 Lower Gungate, Tamworth, B79 7BA
01827 300910
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Taps & Barrels, Sparrows & Dollies

T

wo away matches for Tamworth FC in the same week gave me the
chance to sample a few beers in the north of England, either side
of the Pennines, as well as writing some more junk for this newsletter! First up was an evening FA Cup replay in Southport, where prior
to the match I started out in Wigan at the Raven. From a reasonable
choice of six real ales I tried the hoppy Hart of Preston Ice Maiden
before moving on by train to my next stop, Burscough. The Hop Vine
is the tap for the Burscough Brewing Co. and I had been well impressed
with it on a previous visit. It was excellent on this occasion too, with the Burscough Mere
Blonde on fine form. Two of their other beers were available along with two guests from Sussex breweries.
On arrival in Southport the Merseyrail system was in chaos so I called in at a new beer shop
near the station called Tap & Bottles. They were in the process of putting up nonsense Halloween decorations but promptly served me a half of
Prospect Pioneer, whilst I admired their very good
selection of bottled ales. A few tables and chairs
inside allowed customers to drink on the premises.
The train service had partially recovered by now and
within a few minutes I was sampling Southport
Brewery Sandgrounder in a Belgian style bar. This
was the Barrel House in Birkdale, pictured left,
another beer shop on my itinerary. A large range of
bottled beers from this country were available to
drink on or off the premises.
Before heading off to the ground I called in at Baron’s Bar, a long-standing real ale establishment in the centre of Southport. The choice of ales was very good with the fruity George
Wright Drunken Duck proving to be a wise choice. A few doors down from here the Sandgrounder pub was somewhere I had not visited previously. The quality of the Southport
Brewery Golden Sands was found to be excellent.
After the torment of watching Tamworth go out of the FA Cup on penalties, the last train of
the evening took me back to Wigan and the Boulevard. Their late opening hours (until 02.00
midweek!) meant that I was able to try the house beer, Moorhouses Pie Maker, before calling
it a night.
The Saturday trip was to Bradford Park Avenue FC,
so it was a great opportunity for me and three fellow
supporters to try the excellent beers in this Yorkshire
city. After a hearty breakfast at the indoor market, the
Sparrow Bier Cafe was the first pub visited, interior
pictured right. From a choice of four real ales the
Kirkstall Pale Ale was chosen and found to be very
refreshing. A short walk to the Corn Dolly and the
ever popular Ossett Silver King was selected. A number of Bradford City fans were gathering here, with
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the ground in full view from outside the pub. They kindly
advised us that the area around Horsfall Stadium where we
were going was a total beer desert, as we had suspected!
Our last drink before the match was at Jacobs Beer
House, which was my favourite pub of the day, beer board
pictured right. I tried the Vale of Glamorgan Dark Matter,
with its distinctive blackcurrant taste and the locally
brewed Saltaire Kala Black IPA.
The best was yet to come, as Tamworth secured a 4-2
away win and we celebrated this unusual event in two
Leeds pubs afterwards. The Griffin has been re-opened by
the Taylor Walker chain after a long period of closure, and
what a good job they have done. It was very busy (despite the high prices) and I had a pint of
the excellent Naylor’s Velvet. Our final call was Tapped, a brewpub that we had visited earlier in the year. From a large range of cask beers, the Anarchy Citra Star was my beer of the
trip and I also tried the impressive German-style Anarchy Smoke Bomb. Both of the Tapped
house brews were avoided as they were keg, but given the choice (and quality) of the other
beers available, it was not too much of a disappointment. This place was rammed, justifiably,
and given its proximity to the station, beats any waiting room!
Adrian Smith

Your friendly canalside pub, open all day
every day for food and drinks.
Full Menu 12-mid evening

Cosy traditional interior
Extensive gardens
Garden & canalside seating
Enclosed childrens play area
Extensive menu & specials
Excellent accommodation
Four cask ales always available. Good Beer Guide 2012
Dog Lane, Bodymoor Heath, Sutton Coldfield B76 9JD

www.LSTCamra.org.uk
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
Minor change is afoot at the Bulls Head in Polesworth, which is considering dropping Pedigree in favour of Church End’s What The Fox’s Hat, so limiting their mainstream offering to
just Doom Bar. The changing guest is usually interesting, with recent examples from Stonehenge, North Yorkshire Brewing and local Merry Miner.
Merry Miner ales are also seen frequently at the Office in Warton, plus some welcome sightings of different Sadlers beers.
The Kings Head by the canal in Atherstone re-opened in October, offering Abbot and Bass.
The refurbishment has made the dining area more formal, with tables laid out in a manner
which suggests that they are only for eaters.
The Angel Ale House in Atherstone remains often busy enough to keep six hand pulls running, and you’re guaranteed a good choice, usually with Oakham and Blythe beers amongst
the offerings. About the only thing the place is missing is any sort of sign – we’ve helped at
least one lost soul on the Market Place to find it!
The other new arrival in town, the Wheatsheaf, has settled on Doom Bar and Abbot as the
regular ales, with a single changing guest.
Yet again the Plough at Mancetter has closed unexpectedly; we don’t know what the story is.
It looks unlikely to open in time for Christmas, the usual glad-time for pubs.
The White Lion in Atherstone remains closed. With pubcos in such a financial mess it seems
that it’s getting ever harder for tenants to make a living. It’s getting not unusual to see To Let
signs offering ‘exciting opportunities’ to run a pub. It probably is exciting to run such pubs,
but in the same way that stepping in front of a train is exciting.
We’re still awaiting excitement of a different kind, with the opening of the Nuneaton rail
station micropub. The November opening has been pushed back to December at the earliest,
and even that seems a bit optimistic given the apparent lack of progress by mid November.

A Lichfield Oasis of
Eating & Drinking
All the staff wish our
customers a happy
Christmas and
a prosperous
New Year!
55 Wade Street
Lichfield
Staffordshire
WS13 6HL

Offering a wide variety of
beers including real ales
and English ciders
All the major sports on our
widescreen TVs
Serving breakfast, lunch
and dinner using only the
finest quality, locally
sourced ingredients
Mulled wines and mulled
ciders
Two and three course
Christmas menu available
from 1st December
Live music every Friday in
December, free of charge

info@themaltbarlichfield.co.uk
www.themaltbarlichfield.co.uk 01543 415 524

STAFFORDSHIRE
You wait ages for an Angel and then two come along! Lichfield saw the re-opening of the
Angel (formerly Samuels) on Market Street. Joule’s have taken the place on and done an
extensive refurbishment in their typical style: bare brickwork, quarry tiles, exposed beams.
Four Joule’s ales are complemented by two guests which are totally free of tie. Simple food
is offered, plus free-until-they’re-gone hot sausage rolls on Friday at 5pm.
At Tamworth’s Market Vaults there’s a new gaffer at the tiller, John Denston, formerly of
the White Rose in Bilston. The emphasis remains on ale quality, with three Joule’s beers
(including a seasonal) plus three-to-four ever-changing guests.
By the time you read this, Tamworth should have its first micropub, the King’s Ditch. This is
another name for Offa’s Dyke, which used to run through the town centre (and not to be confused with the more famous one on the Welsh border!) Formerly a shop, it lies on Lower
Gungate almost opposite the Globe Hotel. Expect real ales direct from the cask as well as real
cider, wine and soft drinks.
Meanwhile the town’s White Lion re-opened in November with new licensees, following the
departure of the previous tenant.
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Tipple Tattle cont.
The Phoenix on George Street in Tamworth tends to offer a fairly unchallenging range of
ales, so a happy sighting was the serving of Timothy Taylor Boltmaker, current CAMRA
Champion Beer of Britain. More in a similar vein please!
The Crown at Elford has added a permanent mild to its ale range, XL Mild from Burton
Bridge. One other ale from Burton Bridge features, either Golden Delicious or Sovereign
Gold, plus Bass and a changing guest.
We note that the Gate at Amington is offering all cask ales at £2.20 a pint from 8pm on Mondays. The beers are all from the Marston’s portfolio, but efforts are made to provide plenty of
variety within that constraint.

WEST MIDLANDS
The Joule’s bandwagon rolls on, with their first pub in Sutton Coldfield scheduled to open on
18th December. The Boldmere Oak (originally the Cork and Bottle) will re-open as the Boldmere Tap. Originally an off-licence, this pub has had a chequered career, but we hope will
become an oasis in this beer desert. The regular plus seasonal Joule’s ales will feature; we’ll
have to see whether guests will also be on the cards. The refurbished pub will have an Old
Curiosity Shop theme with Joule’s memorabilia and a collection of historic beer bottles. Food
will feature.

•

Thanks to contributors Adam R, Adrian S, Geoff C, Eric R
The following branch pubs/off-licences offer real ale discounts to CAMRA members:
Angel, Lichfield, WS13 6LH
Angel Ale House, Atherstone, CV9 1RN
Bole Bridge, Tamworth, B79 7PA
Bowling Green, Lichfield, WS13 6QJ
Cellar Door, Four Oaks, B74 4LT
Crown, Four Oaks, B74 4RA
Four Oaks, Four Oaks, B74 4TR
Hardwick Arms, Streetly, B74 3DX
Holly Bush, Little Hay, WS14 0QA
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield, B72 1LY
Market Tavern, Atherstone, CV9 1ET
Market Vaults, Tamworth, B79 7LU
Nags Head, Burntwood, WS7 9HA
Phoenix, Tamworth, B79 7LJ
Queslett, Streetly, B74 2EY
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth, B79 7BA
Whippet Inn, Lichfield, WS13 6JP

10p/half, 20p/pint
20p/pint
10p/pint
20p/pint
5% on £10-plus spend (off-licence)
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
10p/pint
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
30p/pint, 15p/half
10p/pint

= at certain times only; check with venue or see our website for more detail
Offering a discount in your pub?
Let us know at LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk and we’ll mention it here
Last Orders Dec/Jan 2015
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Rugby Food & Drinks Festival

A

fter seeing the Rugby food & drinks festival
advertised in a local beer magazine and given
the good rail links from Atherstone a visit was called
for. This took place on a sunny September Saturday,
which was the last day of this three day event. Prior
to checking it out an aperitif was partaken in the
Seven Stars (pictured externally and internally).
This pub has a characterful and roomy interior with
two rooms and drinking areas radiating from the
central bar. The gentle background music played
second fiddle to the beer and banter contained
within. From the many ale offerings the Wentworth
0ew Zealand Pale Ale was fruity, tangy and hoppy.
Next stop was the Alexandra Arms where a pale,
lemony and hoppy Deception from Abbeydale was
very refreshing. In the town centre was the usual
Saturday market plus a further array of festival food
and drink stalls clustered around St Andrews
Church. From the various food stall offerings a
chicken & chorizo paella appealed but turned out to
be a disappointment with minimal meat content and
a fairly bland flavour rather than the expected spiciness. For consolation a beer was purchased from the Rugby Tap pop-up micropub which had a good selection of bottled beers
for sale. A Wot’s Occurring from Great Oakley with its citrus and hop flavours was savoured
before checking out some of the town’s pubs.
The JDW Lawrence Sherriff was featuring one of its American Brewers Showcase beers,
Terrapin Rye. It had peppery rye flavours with a resiny, piney hoppiness which is so typical
of many US style beers. A pleasant stroll away was the
Victoria Inn, a classic old fashioned street-corner local as the photo, left, shows. There was a beer festival
taking place with four additional gravity ales as well as
an impressive array of hand pulled beers. Golden Gate,
an autumnal ale from Dark Star was chosen first. This
was a fairly uninspiring mellow yellow ale from an
otherwise outstanding brewery. The following beer,
Nine Standards Hooked had a musty aroma but a pleasant bitterness with dried fruit flavours in the finish. The
best offering was Pinkmans Black IPA from the Green
Duck Beer Company. This was a quacking beer, dark and roasty with a firm piney and resinous bitter finish. Good as the Vic is I think they tend to have too many beers on with the
quality of some not always in top condition as a result.
A walk back into town entailed walking past the famous Rugby School where Webb Ellis
took the ball and ran during a game of football, thus leading to the formation of the game of
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Rugby Food & Drinks Festival cont.
rugby as we know it today. The nearby Raglan Arms did not have as good a choice of ales
as remembered from previous visits when it was under different management. However Dr.
Morton’s Mission Statement from Abbeydale was in good nick and supped in the pub’s cool
interior.
It was time to move on to arguably the best pub in town, the Merchants Inn. The pub incidentally had a food stall at the aforementioned food festival, which sold pork and black pudding scotch eggs amongst their fayre. Naturally one had to be tried; it lived up to expectations, leading to some further ones being purchased for home consumption. Back in the pub a
Flipside Denomination was a dark beer with aromas of blackcurrant and hedgerow berries;
there were vinous and fruity flavours with a moderately bitter finish. A Green Hop IPA from
Slater’s was superb with caramel, toffee and malt aromas, plus fudge and toffee flavours to
the fore with a resiny, herbal hop finale. It was time to head for the rail station and the short
journey home with a final beer being had in the previously visited Seven Stars. On this occasion a Heritage Empire IPA with its apricot fruitiness and hoppy warming finish was a fitting
end to an enjoyable day out.
Eric Randall
Spotted in Hirschaid, Germany, a street sign
which is said to be an eloquent comment on
the abilities of the editor!

The
Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE
Tel (01827) 716166 Fax 713900
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk

Serving Victory ales as
brewed at the Lord Nelson,
Ansley, plus guest ales

Wednesday

is Cask Night:

Three pumps run
ning,
all at £2.20 pint

Choice of two restaurants with a
combined menu consisting of bar meals
and a la carte cuisine.

Food specials:
Mondays:
Steak night, 8oz Frank
Parker rump, £5.99
Tuesdays:
Fish night, £6.25
Thursdays:
Roast night, £4.95

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at
competitive rates, suitable for business
people and families alike (two large
family rooms available)
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Newsletter Information

Book Review

T

here are many iconic beer destinations in the public eye – Belgium,
Germany and the Czech Republic to name just a few – but somehow
the Netherlands doesn’t make it up there. Heineken aside, can you even
name a Dutch brewery? And even visitors to Amsterdam who avoid Heineken and get to a specialist beer bar will often find themselves drinking
Belgian beer.
So this new book – Beer in the 0etherlands by Tim Skelton – is a welcome addition for those wanting to probe a bit deeper into the Dutch
beer scene. But is there a scene? What the book highlights is how the
country is slowly emerging from years of Heineken/Amstel dominance,
with the past ten years having seen the number of Dutch breweries increase from 40
to over 200. The book profiles them all, but tellingly, also includes a number of significant
foreign brews that will still feature in Dutch beer-tourism, from Flying Dog and BrewDog to
the superior Belgians. So while the Dutch beer scene is much improved, it’s still a work in
progress! This is helped along by PINT, the flourishing Dutch equivalent of CAMRA (their
clever logo featured below.)
The key part of the book is of course the recommended places to drink, numbering around 300. Split into the twelve provinces which cover the Netherlands, it shows a healthy spattering of places across the country. The write-ups
for the featured bars include all the information you’d expect, most importantly
the opening hours and likely beer ranges. While there are a number of bars featuring exclusively Dutch micro brews, Belgium does, probably unavoidably,
feature regularly. But the key thing is that the book will certainly help you find
the local brews and brewpubs.
A final key feature is the festival listings, including PINT’s flagship Bockbierfestival in Amsterdam in October. The opening hours of some of the festivals will cause British eyebrows
to rise, as they seem decidedly weird. For example, a 100+ Dutch beer festival in Gouda
which opens only on Sunday from 1pm to 7pm. Many others are similarly binge-tastic!
This can be bought online direct from the publishers (www.booksaboutbeer.com) at £11.99
plus £5 postage, but somewhat ridiculously, you can buy it from the same company via Amazon at only £10.99+£2.80 P&P. Sadly you will be better to let Amazon leach their profits!

 All types of work undertaken
 Repair and cover existing
seating or free-standing
furniture

Next issue:
Issue 58 will be published on 1st February
2015. The copy deadline for inclusion is 19th
January 2015.

Advertising rates:
£40 per issue for a half page (approx. 13.3
x 9.5 cm) advert, £70 per full page. If you
would like to advertise, you can provide
your own copy, or we can provide a free
design service! Contact the editor.

Want to contribute?
Contributions are welcomed, pub news particularly. Please submit text and pictures to
the editor. We thank all contributors and
sponsors for their support.

Disclaimer: This newsletter, Lichfield, Sutton & Tamworth CAMRA and CAMRA Ltd accept
no responsibility for errors or omissions that may occur within this publication. The views expressed are those of the individual authors and not necessarily those of the editor, Lichfield,
Sutton & Tamworth Branch or CAMRA Ltd.
Missing out on Last Orders? If you
would like to sign up for email PDF
delivery then please email the editor:

MARKET TAVER6
21 Market Street, Atherstone, CV9 1ET

6 hand pulls, featuring
Warwickshire Brewing Co beers,
and up to three rotating micro
guest ales.

LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk

Back issues are also available from this
email address, all the way back to number
16, from February 2008! We can also
arrange for paper copies to be mailed if
you provide the stamps.
Thinking of joining CAMRA or giving
membership as a Christmas present?
Rates will be going up a little from 1st
January next year, so you may want to
get in quickly! Join online or call
01727 867201

 ew fixed seating to any size

30 Manor Park Rd, Castle Bromwich, B36 ODJ

or design

0121 747 8409

 Domestic work welcomed

www.ajcookandson.com
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Newsletter distribution:
Our newsletter is produced every two
months. Current distribution is 4,000 copies.

Editor contact:
Adam Randall
Tel:
01827 711528
07969 577 673
E-mail
LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk
Web :
www.LSTCamra.org.uk
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Beer Snippets

Local Festival Diary

Seasoned drinkers will know that IPA – India Pale Ale – is one of those
approach-with-caution beer styles. Why? Because generally, you’ll either
be presented with a stonking hop monster, or a drink so bland and monotonous that you’re sure they meant Insipid Pale Ale. It’s often the big
brewers that fall into this later category, and we’re sure you can think of
at least one national example. So we’re not sure what to make of a newish
release from Vedett of Belgium, proudly labelled as Extra Ordinary IPA.
We’ve yet to try it, so we don’t know if the meaning has been lost in translation, or if it’s
simply a brutally honest description!

Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join?

6ottinghamshire police objected when a city Wetherspoon pub applied to change its licensed opening hours. The Bill objected on the grounds of “crime and disorder, public safety
and the prevention of public nuisance.” Which is somewhat surreal given that the Castle
Wharf pub was actually looking to reduce its hours! While the JDW was looking to do this
simply to avoid a late-night levy for opening after midnight, it did seem bizarre to try to force
them to continue flogging booze into the early hours! Sense prevailed rather than the police,
with the city council accepting the licence variation.
A mildly interesting statistic was derivable from the front page of October’s What’s Brewing, with the news that Scottish CAMRA membership stands at around 4,500. Looking at
membership in the rest of the UK (about 163,000), and the relative populations of Scotland
and the rest of the UK, this means that the membership rate south of the border is more than
three times higher than in Scotland. A cynic might say that the Scots are a canny lot and this
simply means that there are proportionally fewer Wetherspoons in Scotland! But even that
doesn’t stack up, with around 70 JDWs in Scotland, and around 850 in the rest of the UK.

4-6th Dec, Christmas Ale Festival.
Ashby Road Sports Club, Hangmans Lane, Hinckley, LE10 3DA (non-members welcome)
14 Christmas ales plus ciders & fruit wines. Thu & Fri 5-11, Sat 1-close. Free entry.
12-14th Dec, Crown Christmas Beer Festival
The Crown, 10 Bond Street, Nuneaton, CV11 4BX
24 ales and ciders. From noon each day.
23-24th Jan, Lichfield Winter Beer Festival
Lichfield Guildhall, Bore Street, WS13 6LU.
30+ ales. Noon-11pm each day.
6-7th Feb, Redditch Winter Ale Festival
Rocklands Social Club, 59 Birchfield Road, Redditch, B97 4LB
30+ ales plus cider & perry. Fri 12-11, Sat 11-11
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge.
Details to LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk

The same front page might also have raised eyebrows when it covered the good news from
the Cask Report, that “one in six pints of beer served in pubs being real ale” and simultaneously that “more than 60% of beer sold in pubs is cask.” Confused? One in six or 60%, which
is it to be? It just shows that you need to be precise with those slippery things called words!
The actual phrasing of the report is that “60% of total on-trade ale is now cask, with keg
share declining sharply.” So looking at ale alone (bitter or mild to put it crudely), cask is 60%
of that, and that changes to one in six if you include all pints going across the bar.
One of the JD Wetherspoon chain is claiming a truly remarkable achievement. On a visit to a totally soulless city in America – well it felt that way, it was actually Milton Keynes – we
popped into the JDW for a spot of breakfast. Probably because
of the town it’s in, it bears the very imaginative name of Wetherspoons, and probably because of the town it’s in, it features
regularly in the Good Beer Guide. However, we can’t quite
believe the publicity board in the foyer, right, suggesting that it
has graced the Guide for the last 88 years. Good going!
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st February 2015.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@yahoo.co.uk
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

